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PREFACE
The primary objective of this program was to design, build, and
flight test a multichannel 94/183 GHz radiometer on the NASA Convair 990
aircraft. The flight data taken by the radiometer was in support of
Project Storm Fury (hurricane flights), SEASAT-A satellite underflight
program over the Gulf of Alaska, and Nimbus-G satellite underflight
program over the Greenland Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the Pacific
Ocean. Components from the 183 GHz radiometer used on NASA Contract
NAS5-23603 (refer to Georgia Tech Final Technical Report A-1866) were
augmented by adding a nominal 8.75 GHz IF channel. The new 94 GHz PF
portion of the radiometer used a nominal 2.3 GHz IF channel. Both the
94 GHz and 183 GHz lens feeds used corrugated conical horns designed to
provide low sidelobe antenna patterns. Alignment of the feed beams at
94 GHz and 183 GHz was accomplished using a 45° oriented reflecting
surface which permitted simultaneous viewing of the feeds on alternate
cycles of the chopping intervals. This concept is referred to as the
"super chopper" concept. The lens focal lengths were modified to
accommodate the super chopper blade.
Major new components of the radiometer include: a mixer at 183 GHz
designed to allow wider IF bandwidths and constructed using a split
block technique, a mixer at 94 GHz utilizing a GaAs Schottky barrier
diode mounted in a Sharpless-type mount, a four-port microstrip
triplexer with the capability of allowing dc bias to be applied to the
183 GHz mixer diode, a tuned LO injection cavity at 94 GHz, low-noise,
high gain amplifiers at 2 GHz and 8.75 GHz, super chopper blade for
simultaneous chopping at 94 GHz and 183 GHz, and expanded microprocessor
control and display of the data collected.
The purpose for constructing the multichannel 94/183 GHz radiometer
was to measure the atmospheric attenuation due to water vapor absorption
near the water vapor absorption line centered at 183.35 GHz. The
8.75 GHz IF channel provides additional data to aid in determining the
shape of the water vapor absorption line. The 94 GHz RF portion of the
vii
radiometer yields data on the brightness temperature of the sea and the
atmosphere in those cases where the radiometer can see to ground level,
and in the areas of precipitation where the radiometer sees the cold
cosmic background scattered by the raindrops.
Installation of the radiometer onboard the NASA Convair 990 was
completed on 26 June 1978 at the NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett
Field, California. Engineering test checkout flights were completed on
30 June 1978. Artie flights in the vicinity of Fairbanks, Alaska took
place from 11 July to 13 July 1978, for a total of 16 flight hours.
Hurricane flight support was provided on Hurricane Cora with deployment
of the Convair out of Puerto Rico and on Hurricane Rosa with deployment
from San Diego, California.
SEASAT-A underflights were performed out of Seattle, Washington,
during the time span of 10 September to 21 September. The measurements
for water vapor and rain cell detection were performed over the Gulf of
Alaska.
Nimbus-G underflight program was initiated on 25 October and ended
on 19 November. Test sites for performing sea surface temperature, new
sea ice and snow signature measurements, and near-surface winds include
the Artie Ocean, Greenland Sea, Greenland Test Sites, Norwegian
Sea/Ocean Polar Front, Pacific Ocean, and Gulf of Alaska. Only the 94
GHz radiometer was used for the Nimbus-G underflight program.
The radiometer system was removed from the Convair 990 the week of
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The flight geometry of the 94/183 GHz radiometer is illustrated in
Figure 1. Two beam angles for viewing the scene are shown. The sky
view is at 15° upwards from a level flight position of the aircraft.
The earth view is a downward view of 45° achieved using an external
deflector. The heamwidth of the scene heing viewed is 2.5° at 183 GHz
and 5.0° at 94 GHz. Figures 2 and 3 show the chopping scheme used to
view the scene alternately between the 94 GHz feed and the 183 GHz feed
using a dielectric lens and a rotating chopper. Figure 2 shows the
scene viewed by the 94 GHz feed horn while the 183 GHz feed views the
reference load. Rotating the chopper blade one slot position as shown
in Figure 3 results in the 183 GHz feed horn viewing the scene and the
94 GHz feed horn viewing the reference.
A block diagram of the 94/183 GHz multichannel radiometer is shown
in Figure 4. The scene is chopped at a 200 Hz rate using the super
chopper concept described above. In the 94 GHz case, the signal is
mixed with a klystron local oscillator and down-converted to a 2.32 GHz
IF. In the 183 GHz case, the signal is mixed with a solid state doubler
driven by the klystron LO and then down-converted to IP's at 1, 5, and
8.75 GHz. These three IF channels are triplexed, amplified, and then
filtered. Following amplification, the signals are video detected and
then routed to video amplifiers. The video amplifiers are low noise,
high gain devices having bandpass responses tailored for each channel.
The video outputs are synchronously detected using phase sensitive
detectors. The microcomputer digitizes the outputs of the phase
sensitive detectors, controls the storage of data from all four channels
onto the cartridge tape recorder, performs periodic automatic
calibration and converts voltage readings to temperature data. The data
recorded are proportional to the apparent brightness temperature for
each channel.
Figure 5 shows the radiometer channel allocation along the water
vapor absorption line centered at 183.35 GHz. Simultaneous measurements
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at three channels provide a more accurate estimate of water vapor
concentration by determining the shape of the absorption line over a
+_ 10.5 GHz portion of the spectrum. Figure 5 also illustrates the low
atmospheric attenuation at 91.675 GHz. The 94 GHz portion of the
radiometer yields data on the brightness temperature of the sea and on
areas of precipitation near the ocean surface.
The 94/183 GHz radiometer consists of a front-end assembly designed
to mount in a Convair 990 passenger window and a console of rack
mountable electronics assembled in a Convair 990 equipment rack. The
power supplies and associated interface electronics between the front-
end and the console are packaged in a separate chassis mounted in an
aircraft low-boy rack. Figure 6 is a view of the front-end showing the
"super chopper" blade housing with the hot reference load mounted
directly above. Figure 7 shows the control console which contains the
data processing equipment used to process and display the data measured
by the radiometer. On the rear of the microcomputer system panel are
the connections required to send analog data to the ADDAS computer and
serial link data to the Goddard computer. All connections between the
various modules were made with multi-conductor shielded cables using
"MS" type connectors. This was done to insure reliable connections and
also to facilitate the installation and removal of equipment.
Mounting \
Base Plate \

























The radiometer front-end uses three 2.0 inch diameter lenses
as follows: one for viewing the scene, one for viewing the hot load,
and one for viewing the cold load. These lenses are of a f/1.767 design
using a single refracting structure having a grooved anti-reflection
flat surface toward the scene and a spherically curved surface toward
the focus. Further details are contained in the Georgia Tech Final
Technical Report A-1866, Section 2.1.
The 94 GHz and 183 GHz feed horns are corrugated conical horns
having symmetric far-field patterns, small sidelobes and backlobes.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 are antenna patterns for the 183 GHz feed horn and
94 GHz feed horn, respectively. The feed horns and lenses are mounted
in a housing illustrated in Section 2.1 of the Final Technical Report A-
1866. This housing contains the Geneva mechanism reflector used to
select the scene, hot load, or cold load. The hot and cold loads are
manufactured from cast lossy dielectric materials having machined
grooves at the Brewster angle of the dielectric. As reported in Report
A-1866, the cold load is heat sunk to the aircraft skin producing a
temperature of 260°K in flight. The hot load is heated to a temperature
of 340°K using two power resistors as heating elements.
Figure 11 shows the antenna mechanism with attached hot load
mounted above the super chopper housing. The 183 GHz mixer shown is of
split block construction with a low-pass filter structure having a roll-
off near 14 GHz. A tuneable cavity provides LO injection at 183 GHz.
The 94 GHz mixer shown in Figure 11 is a single-ended mixer design using
a GaAs Schottky barrier diode. The LO injection diplexer is a
directional filter providing low RF losses in the signal path and in the
local oscillator path. Figure 12 is measured data on the insertion loss
of the 94 GHz directional filter.
The microstrip triplexer is a three port device with IF outputs at
1, 5, and 8.75 GHz. It was designed to pass dc bias current through the
1 GHz port to the 183 GHz mixer diode. Figure 13 depicts the layout
concept for the triplexer. The package is mounted on the front-end as
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Four IF amplifiers were used to produce channels at 1, 5, and
8.75 GHz removed from the RF frequency of 183 GHz and at 2 GHz removed
from the RF frequency of 94 GHz. The microstrip triplexer couples the
183 GHz mixer to the 1, 5, and 8.75 GHz IF amplifiers. Bandpass filters
follow the outputs of the 1 and 5 GHz amplifiers. A cavity filter
follows the 8.75 GHz IF amplifier's output. The 2 GHz IF amplifier is
preceded and followed by separate bandpass filters. The purpose of the
filters is to provide the desired frequency response for each channel.
Figures 14 through 17 are measured gain versus frequency plots for all
four IF channels.
A tunnel diode detector at each filtered IF amplifier's output is
used to detect the chopped noise signal from the scene. Since the
maximum change in the detector's output is in the order of millivolts, a
video amplifier with high gain and low noise characteristics is required
prior to synchronous detection. The video amplifier will boost the
signal to the nominal 0 to 10 volt range. Figure 18 is a plot of the
video amplifier's gain versus frequency.
2.2 Interface System
The front-end of the radiometer is interconnected to the rack-
mounted data processor with the interface system. The interface system
consists of the following: linear thermistor amplifiers, chopper
reference signal generator, Geneva mechanism logic circuit, and ac/dc
power supplies.
The thermistor amplifiers convert the resistance of thermo-linear
thermistors mounted on the hot load, cold load, reference load, and
klystron into a dc voltage proportional to the temperature of the load
being measured. The chopper reference is a TTL signal output operating
at approximately 200 Hz frequency. The chopper itself has an upper
limit of 600 Hz. This signal is an input to the phase sensitive
detectors to be described later. The Geneva mechanism circuit accepts
a start command from the data processor and sends the 115 Vac signal















































































































































































































































































Power supplies generate the necessary dc voltages required by the
IF amplifiers ( + 15, and + 12 Vdc), the video amplifiers (+_ 15 Vdc), and
the super chopper motor (+ 24 Vdc). Figure 19 is a photograph of the
interconnect box containing the interface electronics and power
supplies. This system was installed in the low-boy rack beneath the
window mounted radiometer front-end.
2.3 Data Processing System
The data processing system (see Section 1.0, Figure 7)
collects data during flight and stores data for future analysis if
desired. The outputs from the video amplifiers described in Section 2.1
are fed to the four channel phase sensitive detector panel. Each phase
sensitive channel consists of Evans Instruments Models 4110 and 4114
phase sensitive detector and phase control unit, respectively. The
Model 4110 consists of a variable gain ac amplifier, bandpass filter,
multiplier, integrator, and low gain dc amplifier stage. The bandpass
filter center frequency is 200 Hz, i.e. chopping frequency. The
integration time constant is 250 msec as derived later on in this
section. The chopper reference from the interconnect box drives the
Model 4114 phase control unit. The Model 4114 output is a square wave
shifted in phase up to 180°. This reference signal is multiplied with
the radiometer signal in the Model 4110 phase sensitive detector. The
output of the Model 4110 is a dc voltage which is proportional to the
scene temperature.
A multichannel A/D converter is used to sample the sources of data,
such as the outputs of the phase sensitive detectors. The microcomputer
is used to record the data from the A/D converter. There are nine
primary sources of data that are recorded from the radiometer. These
are the four phase sensitive detector outputs which correspond to
brightness temperatures in the three 183 GHz and one 94 GHz channels and
five temperature sensor outputs. In addition, several housekeeping
parameters such as time, date and flight number are recorded
periodically for identification of data. Table 1 summarizes all data
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The four primary data sources are obviously the four radiometer
outputs, PSD1-PSD4, which are outputs from the four phase sensitive
detectors (PSD) and correspond directly to brightness temperatures. In
order to satisfy the Nyquist-rate sampling, these outputs should be
sampled at least once every r/2 seconds where T is the integration time
of the phase sensitive detector, r is chosen to yield an
acceptable AT . within the constraints of the relative "speed" of the
observed phenomenon. Even if T is shorter than the integration time
required for the desired AT . -, post flight integration with a longer T
is possible if the data are sampled and recorded at <^ T/2. There are
some transient phenomenon associated with cloud layers close to the
aircraft that produce radiometer signatures at 183 GHz of less than one
second. In addition, the 94 GHz channel was viewing the ground where
relatively rapid temperature variations were observed from altitudes up
to 30,000 feet. Some ground temperature variations were also noted at
183 GHz.
It is desirable to use as short an integration time as possible
consistent with a practical recording capacity from the cartridge tape
recorder. The load temperature and housekeeping data are relatively
slow changing data and were not recorded as often as the radiometer
data. Since the ASCII cartridge tape standard specifies a maximum
*
record length of 2048 bytes , it was convenient to record the load
temperature and housekeeping data once per record. Thus, each tape
record has 108 bits or roughly 14 bytes of "overhead" leaving 2030 bytes
for .data. Each tape cartridge has a capacity of 2.8 megabytes. After
allowing for starting and stopping delays and inter-record gaps (IRG)
1200 blocks were recorded on a cartridge. Thus approximately 2.436
megabytes were available for recording the four radiometer channels on
each cartridge. Since each radiometer data word is 12 bits (see Table
1) 48 bits or 6 bytes are required for all four channels. Since it was
*It is desireable to use the longest record possible since this makes
more .efficient use of tape by minimizing the number of the starts and
stops required.
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desired to limit the data recorded to one flight per cartridge and the
longest flight did not exceed 7 hours, a recording (data collecting)
rate of 16 samples per second suffices. This corresponds to sampling
all four channels every 62 ms. Therefore, per Nyquist-rate criteria, T>^
124 ms for the integration time. For all Convair Flights the phase
sensitive detector integration time (T) was 250 ms.
Operation of the microcomputer is controlled from the computer
terminal mounted in the aircraft rack. Table 2 is a summary of the
operating system commands to the terminal. Appendix A is a listing of
the microcomputer operating system software. Appendix B includes
electronic schematics of the Data Processing System.
2.4 Packaging Concept
Refer to Final Report A-1866, Section 2.7, in regard to the
packaging and mounting of the front-end radiometer to the aircraft
window. Drawing No. 1 of Final Report A-1866 shows the heavy aluminum
window plate with the radiometer components mounted. Appendix C
includes the mechanical drawings of all new parts fabricated at Georgia
Tech for the radiometer.
Refer to Appendix C of Final Report A-1866 for the radiometer sub-









































Sets new tape at load point prior to data run
Resets old tape to load point prior to tape removal
Stops tape immediately
Tape advances at normal rate
Tape advances at faster rate
Tape reverses at normal rate
Tape reverses at faster rate
Reads tape contents onto system memory
Writes system memory contents onto tape
Sets the track number (four per tape)
Starts data collection on tape
Stops data collection on tape
Switches radiometer to viewing outside (scene)
Switches radiometer to viewing hot load
Switches radiometer to viewing cold load
Perform manual calibration between hot and cold
load
Terminal prints out status of radiometer system
Select calibration interval in minutes (01 to 99)
Terminal prints out gain and offset for each
channel
Display hot load temperature(°K)on computer display
cold " " " "
" reference " " " "
11
 Klystron " " " " "
" 1,5,& 10 GHz
„
 2 GHz " " " " "
Display averaged (10 samples/sec) 1,5 & 10 GHz
temperatures(°)
Display averaged (10 samples/sec) 2 GHz
temperatures(°)
Terminal prints out analog-to-digital
converter inputs i.e., 1 GHz, 5 GHz, 10 GHz
2 GHz, Hot Load, Cold Load, Ref Load, Klystron,
Spare Thermister
Display time of day, last date block stored,
time remaining to next calibration, and
data collection status
Sets time of day, flight number, and day of year
Terminal prints out radiometer viewing port i.e.,
outside, cold load, or hot load
Display "Ga tech Radiometer"
Display tape drive status i.e., track and
block number
Terminal prints out in °K the hot load, cold load,
Ref load, klystron, and spare thermistor load
Terminal prints out in °K the 1 GHz, 5 GHz, 10 GHz,
and 2 GHz radiometer temperatures.
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3.0 OPERATION OF THE RADIOMETER
Initial warm-up and system check-out occurred prior to takeoff
before each Convair flight. This included turning on the klystron power
supply and the chopper motor power supply for stabilization. A tape
cartridge was installed in the recorder in preparation for data
collection. After takeoff, the operator used the computer terminal to
start the data collection process. Figure 20 shows a typical terminal
command and response operation for setting the time of day. The
terminal responds with: Ga. Tech Millimeter Radiometer, link to GSFC
status, flight number (00), day (0000), and time (00:00:00). In order
to set the flight number, day, and time, the operator types "set time"
as shown. The terminal responds by asking the question "flight
number?". The operator responded with "01" for that particular flight.
Similarly "0179" was entered for the day and 210225 for the time in
hours, minutes, and seconds. By typing "Time" the data display panel
verifies that the time of day was entered as shown. The radiometer can
be calibrated either manually or automatically. By typing "Calibrate",
the computer terminal responds as shown. Calibration data includes the
gain and offset for each radiometer channel. In order to calibrate
automatically, the operator selects a calibration interval (in one
minute increments). Usually the calibration cycle was set for two
minutes minimum to five minutes maximum. In addition the radiometer
stores data on the tape cartridge recorder if the command "Data On" is
entered.
Figure 21 demonstrates the "System Status" feature of the data
collection system. Features include Data Collection (Ga. Tech tape
recorder) On or Off, link to GSFC (Goddard Interdata Computer) On or
Off, a,nd Ga. Tech recorder tape drive status. Load temperatures (°K)
and radiometer temperatures (°K) are provided. For this status printout
the radiometer is viewing the ground, i.e. 45° downward from a level
flight position of the aircraft. By typing "Data ON", the system
responds as shown providing the time (22:02:28) at which the radiometer
begins storing flight data. One block of data is stored every 25
31
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FLIGHT ND. 01 DRY 0179 TIME £1:03:14
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Figure 20. Command Sequence for Setting Time of Day and
Manual Calibration.
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Gfl. TECH MILLIMETER RflDIDMETER
SYSTEM STflTUS
FLIGHT NO. 01 DRY 0179 TIME 22:02:0 0
DflTfi COLLECTIOH DFF
LINK. TD GSFC OFF
TflPE DRIVE STflTUS: TRflCK 00 BLDCK 0036
HDT LDRD TEMP COLD LDflD TEMP REF. LORD TEMP KLYSTRON TEMP
337.55 271.94 3 00.66 3 09.95
RflDIDMETER TEMPERflTURES
183x1 GHZ 183/5 GHZ 183.--10 GHZ 94 GHZ
269.37 273.71 277.37 200.23
RflDIDMETER IS VIEWING GROUND
DflTfl ON
DflTft COLLECTION ON
FLIGHT NO. 01 DRY 0179 TIME 22:02:23
7DISP 94
Figure 21. Radiometer System Status Printout.
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seconds and immediately transferred to Goddard's Interdata Computer.
For the hurricane and SEASAT-A underflight programs, three IF channels
at 183 GHz and one IF channel at 94 GHz were transferred to Goddard
every 25 seconds. For the Nimbus-G underflight program, only the 94 GHz
channel was transferred to Goddard every 100 seconds.
In addition to the radiometer's own data storage system, NASA Ames
and NASA Goddard recorded data from the Georgia Tech Radiometer. The
NASA Ames Airborne Digital Data Acquisition System (ADDAS) continuously
monitored the following analog voltages from the radiometer and recorded
them on magnetic tape at 0.1 second intervals:
GTO: Output voltage from PSD which is proportional
to scene temperature at 1 GHz IF channel
GTl: Same as GTO for 5 GHz IF channel
GT2: Same as GTO for 10 GHz IF channel
GT3: Same as GTO for 2 GHz IF channel
and at 1.0 second intervals:
HL: Output voltage from linear thermistor amplifier
which is proportional to hot load temperature
CL: Same as HL for cold load temperature
RL: Same as HL for reference load temperature
KL: Same as HL for klystron tube temperature
SL: Same as HL for spare
GTO-GT3 were displayed, in degrees Kelvin, on the CRT located above the
instrument rack. ADDAS also monitored an "automatic calibrate" digital
signal used to update the gain (deg/volt) and offset (deg) constants
shown in Figure 20. This provided accurate data required for the plots




4.1 Hurricane Cora Penetration Flight
The attached, plots were made by the NASA-Ames Airborne Digital
Data Acquisition System (ADDAS) from data taken with the Georgia Tech 94/183
GHz radiometer onboard the NASA Convair 990 aircraft while deployed
to Hurricane Cora. Preliminary data from the first hurricane penetration
have indicated that the 94 GHz channel is capable of detecting rainfall.
Figure 22 is representative of the phenomenon detected when the Convair flew
over an area of heavy rainfall and is due to the colder cosmic background sky
temperature scattered by the rain drops.
The data plotted in this figure are from top to bottom: 183 GHz
(1 GHz IF), 183 GHz (5 GHz IF), 183 GHz (8.75 GHz IF), 94 GHz, pressure
altitude, and IR surface temperature. The triangular peaks at 3 minute
intervals are portions of the radiometer's automatic calibration cycle. The
scales for the brightness temperatures are in degrees Kelvin but are not
absolute.
The event at 16:51 UT shows the passage of the plane over a rain cell
that was also detected by weather radar and Goddard's Electronically Scanned
Microwave Radiometer (ESMR). The temperature drop was the greatest at 94 GHz
and slightly less in the 183 GHz channels as would be expected due to the
differing atmospheric attenuations. Similar events are shown in Figure 23 at
18:27 UT and at 18:38 UT in Figure 24. Figures 25 and 26 show effects from
multiple rain cells and passage from overcast to clear areas.
A spiral descent profile is shown in Figure 27. RFI from ground radar
caused the noise in the 10 GHz data. This plot was sampled at a 2 second
rate and thus shows the calibration cycles better.
35
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4.2 SEASAT-A Satellite Underflights (Gulf of Alaska)
Appendix D describes the SEASAT-A Gulf of Alaska Experiment
Plan including the CV-990 underflights (Phase III).
ADDAS plots are included for data taken during SEASAT-A
underflights. The scales for the brightness temperatures, GT RAD 0 (1
GHz IF), GT RAD 1 (5 GHz IF), GT RAD 2 (10 GHz IF), and GT RAD 3 (2 GHz
IF) are in degrees Kelvin and are absolute because ADDAS was provided an
auto-calibrate signal with each calibration cycle. This signal was used
by ADDAS to update the gain and offset constants discussed in Section
3.0, operation of the radiometer.
Figure 28 is a plot of data taken with the radiometer looking up
(15° above the horizon), where the aircraft was flying at an altitude of
1,000 feet over the Gulf of Alaska. Weather radar detected clusters of
rain cells above the aircraft during the time duration of this data
plot. The top three tracks are 183 GHz (1 GHz IF), 183 GHz (5 GHz IF),
and 183 GHz (10 GHz.IF). The absolute temperature for these channels
was 280°K up to and including time 7:10. This represents an upper limit
imposed by the temperature of the lower atmosphere. However, the 94
GHz, represented by the fourth track down from the top, shows an
increase in temperature with a jump of 100°K at the event time 7:10.
This event coincided with the aircraft flying under a rain cell as
detected by Goddard's electronically scanned microwave radiometer. This
sudden jump in temperature is possibly due to the overlying rain cell
absorbing radiation and re-radiating at its internal temperature, thus
causing an increase in the brightness temperature desired.
Figure 29 is a data plot beginning fifteen minutes later where once
again multiple rain cells were detected by weather radar. The 94 GHz
channel varifies this with numerous peaks over the time span shown. A
calibration cycle occurred at approximately 7:35 UT as indicated by
peaks on all four radiometer channels.
Figure 30 is a spiral descent profile plotted from another SEASAT-A
underflight. A manual calibration was performed at 22:52 UT with
automatic calibration cycles following at 22:54 UT and 22:59 UT. Notice
the increase in .brightness temperatures on all three 183 GHz channels as
the aircraft descends. The radiometer was looking up during the left
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4.3 NIMBUS-G Satellite Underflights (Artie Ocean,
Greenland Sea, Norwegian Sea, Gulf of Alaska, Pacific Ocean)
Only the 94 GHz portion of the radiometer was used during the
Nimbus-G satellite underflight program. Measurements of interest
include first—year thin ice, multiyear ice, sheet ice, sea surface
temperature (SST), and near-surface winds (NSW). A detailed description
of each data set performed is included in Appendix E, Fall 1978 Nimbus-G
Mission.
ADDAS plots illustrate the type data measured under varying flight
conditions. Figure 31 is a plot provided by ADDAS for Flight 5 (Day
301) which was a Thule, Greenland local flight over northern Greenland
ice cap regions. Visual observations onboard the Convair reported a
large region of broken ice in the sea during the time span of 17:00 to
18:30. The ADDAS plot is of twelve minutes duration beginning at time
UT 18:24. During these peaks the 94 GHz radiometer was looking down at
sea water which is reflecting the cold sky. The warmer temperature of
approximately 220°K was measured over ice which has a lower reflectivity
than water, thus less reflection of cold sky off the sea ice.
The peaks occurring at time UT 18:29 and 18:34 are calibration
cycle times for the 94 GHz radiometer. Figure 32 is another plot taken
during a wing-over maneuver where the 94 GHz is looking up at 15° above
the horizon. During this time the Convair is maintaining a roll angle
of approximately -30°. A negative roll angle signifies a left roll
angle. Observe that after the calibration cycle at time 10:07:59, the
94 GHz measures a cold sky temperature of approximately 30°K. However,
as the Convair comes out of the left roll angle, the 94 GHz temperature
increases as the radiometer upward viewing angle decreases. Toward the
end of the plot, the Convair goes back into a left roll angle and the
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; TAPE DRIVE STATUS
; TR0 <TRACK SET BIT>
; TAPE CONTROL

































; XMIT AND RCV INTERRUPTS
; AUX SERIAL INTERFACE
; XMIT AND RCV INTERRUPTS
; SSDA STATUS/CONTROLl REGISTERS
; SSDA DATA/CONTROL2, CONTROLS, SYNC CODE REGS.
; WINTEK START ADDRESS
; WINTEK INPUT ROUTINE
; WINTEK OUTPUT
i OUTPUT 2 HEX FROM X
j OUTPUT HEX FROM A
; GET SINGLE HEX IN A








































































































; CRC POLV MS BVTE
; CRC POLV LS BVTE
i TAPE CONTROL CODES
POINTERS FOR TAPE ROUTINES
; TEMP BYTE COUNTER FOR TREAD/TWRITE




i CRC CODE FOR TAPE
; TEMP FOR DECODE /
«•.'
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j W FOR WRITE
;GO WRITE
;IS IT fl SPRCE?
; CLEfiR REflD/WRITE FLflG
;SET REfiD/WRITE FLflG
; HSK FOR TRflCK
; WRIT FOR TRfiCK ENTRV
; VflLID TRflCK?
;SET TRflCK
i flSK FOR STflRT flDDRESS
; RSK FOR BLOCKS
52





















































































































;TfiPE DRIVE CONTROL SUBROUTINES
;TflPE MOTION COMMRNDS. USE BV DRTR COLLECTION SOFTHRRE















































; MOVE TflPE FORURRD
FOfiWD LDfl fl ttFORCODE
BRfl TCMND
; FflST FORWRRD


















; CHECK IF RLRERDV LORDED
;CHECK IF STRUTS=0
iVES, STRVTUS OK> LORD CflRT
;TURN ON NOT REfiDV MESSflGE
;STOP TRPE IF MOVING
;GET LORD CODE
; ISSUE COMMflND
; CLEfiR BLOCK NUMBER
; GET STOP CODE
;PULSE PROPER THPE CONTROL LINE
TCMND LDR B PIR2BD
RND B #0F8H
'i GET OLD CONTROL WORD
;MfiSK OF LS HHLF
53












































































































i UNLOflD CHRT FOR REMOVflL
;RDO IN NEW COMMftND













; STOP TOPE IF MOVING
;ISSUE TWO LORD PULSES
;TflPE STRTUS MONITOR. CHECKS TRPE STRTUS BITS ON PIR2R
;TO DETERMINE RPPROPRIRTE STRTUS.

































iCHECK RDV RND ST BITS
> TURN ON NOT ftEfUW MSG
;RETURN TO MRIN PROGRflM
GET STRTUS
 SEE IF TflPE RT LORD POINT
GET FP RND TM BITS
CHECK BIT 6
HOT PROTECTED
TURN ON FILE PROTECT MESSRGE
;SET TRRCK NO.

















;SEE IF RLLOWRBLE VRLUE
;NOPE,RETURN
;UPDflTE TRRCK NO.
i GET TR0 CONTP.OL WORD
;SET OR.CLEflR TRflCK BIT flS REQUIRED
;REPLRCE TR0
; GET TR1 BIT











































































































































































































































































iDO SRNE FOR TR1
iCLERR TRflCK BIT
:CHECK DESIRED TRHCK HO.
STORTING flDDRESS OF BLOCK IN X.
;SflVE NO. OF BLOCKS TO WRITE
iSEE IF DRIVE REflDV FOR WRITE
;SEE IF FP SET
;SET WRN=0
;flCCESS SVNC CODE REGISTER
;SET SVNC CODE TO 08
;RCESS XI1IT FIFO
;ZERO OUT FIFO
;COMPUTE CRC FOR BLOCK
iSEE IF flT LORD POINT <fl=FF IF TRUE)
; SflVE LORI} STRTUS
iSTRRT DRIVE
;GET LORD STflTUS BflCK
iTEST LORD FLRG
;BVPRSS i SEC DELflV
;DELRV 1 SEC
i47 MS IRG DELfW
;SflVE BLOCK POINTER
; 2048 BVTE COUNT
iRETREIVE POINTER
;SET UDR=0
;pfiD WITH fl FEW ZEROS

































































































































































































































































;GET BVTE FROM BLOCK













;MRSK OF TUF BIT




>WflIT 26 MS FOR IRQ
;STOP TflPE
j WflIT FOR TflPE TO STOP
iINC BLOCK NUMBER
;GET OflTfl POINTER BflCK
;DEC BLOCK COUNT
> DONE
>GO WRITE flNOTHER BLOCK
iSET WRN=WOR=1
;SEND fl BVTE TO SSDfl
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0 162 FflCS DF04
H i63 FflCfl CE0808
i.: ,64 FflCD DF00
C- ,65 FRCF DE06
t. 66 FRD1 R600
t)' i67 FflD3 8D0B
C ,68 FRD5 08
0. i69 FflD6 DF06
i- .i70 FRD8 DE00
V. ,71 FRDfl 09
l 172 FflDB 26F8
i 73 FRDD DE04
> .74
« 175 FflDF 39
' »76
.177


















































; COMPUTE fl 16





































> GET NEXT CRC BVTE
; SflVE IT
; WRIT 43 MS FOR IRG
> STOP TRPE
; RETREIVE POINTER
; COMPUTE CRC ON NEW DfiTR
; GET CRC BflCK
; COMPRRE LS BVTE
; CRC ERROR MESSRGE
; I7NCREMENT BLOCK NUMBER
i DECREMENT BLOCK COUNTER
; DONE
; GET DflTfl POINTER
; GO REflD RNOTHER BLOCK
RND COMPUTE CRC
; CHECK RDR FLRG
; WflIT FOR RDfl=l
; GET R BVTE FROM FIFO
CODE FROM fl 2048 BVTE BUFFER
CRC IN CRCH fiND CRCL
; CLERR CRC IN NEEDED
i SflVE POINTER







> DO CRC ONE BVTE flT ft TIME
CRCC STfl fl BUFPNT
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j FIX FOR SEI INSTRUCTION
.; POINT TO STflRT OF RRM
iCLEflR IT
;DONE?
; INIT BUFFER POINTER
;INITIRLI2E OUTCHRR POINTER
>INIT DISP BUFFER POINTER




;INIT CflL TIMER TO 5 MINUTES
; INIT CflL COUNTER
; INIT STRTUS TIMER
;STORHGE FOR STflTUS TIME
; SET GODDflRD CTS TIME OUT TIMER
;SET TIME OUT TIMER
ilNIT RRDIOMETER GRINS TO 40 DEG/VOLT
;INIT OFFSETS TO -10 DEGREES
LDfl fl #3CH
;PIfl BRSI flDDRESS
; CLEflR CONTROL REGISTERS
. ' II «t II
;H-SIDE FOR RLL INPUTS
-B-SIDE FOR 4 INS <PB8-PB3> RND
;4 OUTS <PB4-PB7>
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BV INBUFF. JUMPS TO flP













































 BUFFER FULL, TERMINflTE
PUT CHflRflCTER IN BUFFER
BUMP POINTER
BUFFER TERMINHTOR
SET COMMflND REflDV FLflG
INIT BUFFER POINTER
>SflVE POINTER
PROPRIflTE ROUTINE IF COMMfiHD FOUND
NOT FOUND
 SEND OFUT LINE FEED
 POINTER TO BUFFER
GET CHflRflCTER FROM BUFFER























































































































































iSHVE POINTER TO FIRST.COMMRND CHRR.
iCOMMRNO PRRSING POINTER
POINTER TO COMMRND TRBLE
;SRVE POINTER











;IS IT fl NULL
;MOVE TO NEXT COMMflNO
;BUMP TRBLE POINTER 3 TIMES
TfiBLE END?
RETURN WITH ERROR
GET POINTER TO FIRST BUFFER CHRR
>REPERT
;POINT TO COMMRNO RDORESS
>GET RDDRES
; GO DO COMMRND
PRINT ERROR MESSRGE
;CLERR FLRG
;CONVERT TWO CHRRRCTERS IN CBUFFER INTO fl SINGLE HEX BVTE IN fl
;SETS CRRRV RS ERROR CONDITION IF NON-HEX CHRRRCTER FOUND OR IF MORE
















































































































>POIINTER TO INPUT BUFFER
i GET fl CHRRRCTER
iSKIP SPRCES
;CONVERT TO HEX DIGIT RND TEST IF GOOD
;ERROR EXIT
;SHIFT TO MS NIBBLE .
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; FORM COMPLETE BVTE
ERROR CONDITION





























iCHHRRCTER LESS THflN 30H?
;GREHTER THRN 9?
; flLRERDV PROPER HEX
;l'iftS IT LESS THflN RN "R"?
;GRERTER THflN F?
;SUBTRflCT LETTER BIRS FOR R-F
VESHEX
NOTHEX
>GET 8 BVTE NUMBER FROM CBUFFER RND PLRCE RESULT IN X.
j CfiRRV SET IF R NON-HEX DIGIT FOUND OR IF THERE RRE NOT EXflCTLV




























>POINTER TO INPUT BUFFER





; ERROR EXIT IF NOT FOUND
; GET 2 BVTES IN X
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SE BV DflTfl COLLECTION SOFTURRE
;GET STRTUS
; CHECK IF RLRERDV LOflDED
;CHECK IF STRUTS=8
;VES, STRVTUS OK, LORD CRRT
>TURN ON NOT REflDV MESSRGE





; MOVE TflPE FORWflRD





















>PULSE PROPER TRPE CONTROL LINE
;
TCMND LDfl B PIR2BD ; GET OLD CONTROL WORD
flND B #0F8H jMflSK OF LS HRLF
RBH ; RDD IN NEW COMMRND
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;PUT OUT NEW COMMflND
;CLERR COMMflND
; STOP TRPE IF MOVING
;ISSUE TWO LORD PULSES
; TRPE STRTUS MONITOR. CHECKS TRPE STflTUS BITS ON PIR2fi
I TO DETERMINE RPPROPRIRTE STflTUS.
> RETURNS TO ROUTINE ONE LEVEL LOWER ON STRCK IF ERROR
CKRDV LDfl fl PIR2RD J GET STflTUS
; CHECK RDV flND ST BITS
; CHECK TRPE MOTION BIT
NOT MOVING
TURN ON NOT RERDV MSG
i POP STRCK
jGET STRTUS
; SEE IF TRPE RT LORD POINT
GET FP RND TM BITS
CHECK BIT 6
; NOT PROTECTED
TURN ON FILE PROTECT MESSRGE
;SET TRHCK NO. FROM CONTENTS OF fl
; H MRV BE =8, 1, £, 3
TRRCK CMP fl #3 JSEE IF RLLOWRBLE VflLUE
BHI TRRCK3 ;NOPE,RETURN
STR fl TRRCKN ;UPDflTE TRRCK NO.
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00748 1353 CE135V - LDX SBLOCK1
00749 1356 DFC1 STX NEXSTRTE








































































































































































































































































;GET BLOCK NUMBER IN X
;SKIP IF NO ERROR
iPRINT ERROR MSG
iGET MS BVTE OF DESIRED BLOCK
;SHVE X
iSUBRTRCT DESIRED FROM PRESENT BLOCK
-•POSITIVE SKIP
>CONVERT BRCK TO SIGN MRG
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JSET FRSTFORWRRD IF SKIPSGN IS POS OR REWIND IF NEG







> SET FORWRRD IF SKIPSGN IS POS OR REVERSE IF NEG






































































































































































• noil Vj.. i LUUVrtIK ;-^< i<i-iUi ij.'lii 1 L
. S
; TflPE WRITE ROUTINE




















































































































































TRRTING HDDRESS OF BLOCK IN X.
> SflVE NO. OF BLOCKS TO WRITE
E IF DRIVE RERDV FOR WRITE
 SEE IF FP SET
i SET WRN=6
;flCCESS SVNC CODE REGISTER
SET SVNC CODE TO 00
;flCESS XMIT FIFO
i ZERO OUT FIFO
;COMPUTE CRC FOR BLOCK
;SEE IF flT LORD POINT <fl=FF IF TRUE>
; SflVE LORD STflTUS
 STflRT DRIVE
; GET LORD STRTUS BflCK
; TEST LORD FLRG
;BVPRSS 1 SEC DELRV
> DELRV 1 SEC
 47 MS IRG.DELflV




PRD WITH fl FEW ZEROS
;WRITE fl FEW ZEROS FOR SPRCING
; WRITE SVNC BVTE
; WRITE PREfltlBLE <0801>
; SECOND BVTE OF PREfltlBLE
;GET BVTE FROM BLOCK








Tu i- tr oi'ii,; i~it_-
TfiPE CONTROL ROUTJ









































































































































































































; SEND fl BVTE TO SSDfl
;












iMHSK OF TUF BIT




; WRIT 26 MS FOR IRQ
; STOP TflPE
)WflIT FOR TflPE TO STOP
iINC BLOCK NUMBER
iGET DRTfl POINTER BflCK
; DEC BLOCK COUNT 'L
; DONE
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; COMPflRE LS BVTE
; COMPflRE MS BVTE
i PRINT ERROR MESSflGE
j REPORT BLOCK flND TRflCK NO.
; I7HCREMENT BLOCK NUMBER
; DECREMENT BLOCK COUNTER
; DONE
i GET DRTfl POINTER .
> GO REftD flNOTHER BLOCK
HMD COMPUTE CRC
; CHECK RDfl FLftG
i WRIT FOR RDfl=l
i GET ft BVTE FROM FIFO
CODE FROM fl 2048 BVTE BUFFER
CRC IN CRCH flND CRCL
i CLEflR CRC IN NEEDED
; SHVE POINTER




























Tektronix M6 • rtSM V3. 1 CONVfllR 990 RBDIOMETER Page 22
TflPE CONTROL ROUT 3
01860 159E C641 CHfiNGE LDfl B #CRCPL
91061 15fl0 D3B7 .EOR B CRCL .
01062 15fl2 D7B7 STfl B CRCL
01063 15K4 C630 LDfl B 8CRCPH
01064 15R6 D3B6 EOR B CRCH
01065 15fl8 D7B6 STfl B CRCH
01066 15HA 44 NOCHRNGE LSR fl
01067 ISflB 26E1 BNE CRCC1
01068 15RD 39 RTS
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>PUT BCD TEMPERflTURE POINTED TO
iONLV PUTS 3 DIGITS TO LEFT RND
; 4 BVTE PLUS SIGN PfiCKED BCD FORMflT
DI3PTEMP LDfl fl 1, X ; GET MS DIGITS







6V X IN NEXT 5 DISPLflV LOCATIONS









; PUT STRING IN DISPLflV BUFFER BEGINNING flT FIRST DISPLflV POSITION.











;GET MESSflGE POINTER BRCK
i PUT STRING IN DISPLflV BUFFER BEGINNING flT NEXT DISPLflV LOCflTION
; STORED IN NEXTDISP






































; PUT SINGLE CHflRflCTER IN DISPLflV BUFFER flT CURRENT BUFFER
; POSITION flS IHDICRTED BV DISPNEXT. RESETS POINTER WHEN FULL.
DISPCHRR STX XTEMP1
LDX NEXTDISP 'i GET BUFFER POINTER
84
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STfl R 0. X
RHL'IOMETLK




















; OUTPUT LEFT DIGIT































; PUT fi/D CHRNNELS IN DISPLRV IN HEX .FOR TESTING
; CHRNNELS 0-3:































iPUT OUT LS DIGIT
;PUT OUT NEXT 2 DIGITS
i PUT OUT fl SPRCE
85
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"HEXPTR" IS SET BV "SETHEX"
8DISPLV j IHIT DISP PTR
NEXTDISP




#" = " ; DISPLflV EQUflLS
DISPCHflR
HEXPTR ; GET PTR
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; TEST SERIflL PORT 1 CTS
; CHECK STfiTUS PRINTOUT FLfiG
> CHECK FOR PENDING COMMflNO
; IS IT ft NUMBER?
; NUMBER RCKNOWLEOGED
; CLEflR FLflGS
i GET RDDRESS OF WHERE NUMBER IS WflNTED
; GO THERE
i DECODE COMMRND
; GO BflCK .flND CHECK FLflGS
; BLOCK REflDV TO BE WRITTEN?
i WRITE 1 BLOCK
; SEND CRC OF LflST BLOCK TO GODDflRD
> CflLCULflTE FRflME TVPE OF NEXT FRflME
i CLEflR BLOCK FULL FLflG
; TURN DflTfl COLLECTION BflCK ON
; CHECK FOR TOPE EflRLV WflRNING BIT
i TIME TO CflLIBRRTE?
; RUN CflL flND CflLC GfllNS
; CLEflR CflL FLflG
; FILL DISPLflV BUFFER WITH COMMflNDED DflTfl
; CflLCULflTE LORD TEMPS
; CflLCULflTE RflD TEMPS ,
; CflLC flVERflGE TEMPS
TO SEE IF END OF TRRCK HEflR
i GET EW BIT
; NOT EW VET
; GET TRflCK NO.
i LRST RTRflCK?
87
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>PRINT HEU TRflCK MESSRGE
iPRINT OUT TIME OF NEW TRflCK STfiRT
;UNLOflD TflPE
;PRINT TflPE WflRNING MESSflGE
; STOP C>fiTfi COLLECTION
; CREflTE FRflME TVPE BVTE
; BITS Q,1 ORE INTERNAL LOAD POS
;BIT 5 IS HIHG FOR SKV, LOW FOR GROUND
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i PRINT 32 BIT NUMBER IN BCD
1813 DF8D
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8HTTEMP32 ; PTR TO RESULT
«4
PULL

















10 SHMPLES FROM CH0-CH3 STORED IN RVGBUFF BV INTERRUPT
ROUTINE EVERV 180 MS





























RVERRGE0 i RVERRCE CH0 SRMPLES















ttflVGBUFF ; PTR TO SRMPLES
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> CRLC FRRME TVPE i
j HOME REFLECTOR
; FLRG R NEW BLOCK
OF FIRST FRRME
;SET CRLIBRRTION TIME INTERVRL FROM CONSOLE.
;INITIRL VRLUE IS 5 MINUTES
} flSK FOR CRL INTERVRL
;SET NUMBER REQUEST FLflG
;CONVERT RSCII TO HEX
;ERROR?
ii PRINT ERROR MSG
;LOOP IF ERROR
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81567 1950 CE24B2



































































































































GET POINTER TO DflTfl



















ERROR 7, IGNORE IT
BfiCK
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BV SERIRL PORT 1.
STflTES FROM 00 TO FF
; WflS IT LOW BEFORE?
; YES, DO NOTHING
; PRINT ON MESSHGE
; MflKE NON ZERO RND POSITIVE
i DO NOTHING IF FLRG IS ZERO
; CHECK PRINT FLOG
; SET PRINT FLRG
95
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01671 lfl£4 39 RTS
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;INTERNflL REFLECTOR MOTION CONTROL ROUTINES
i
























































i TURN CLUTCH ON
;LOOP TILL DONE
;TURN CLUTCH OFF
iCLERR REFLECTOR POSITION FLOG




iPULSE CLUTCH ON FOR 1/4 SEC
PULSE BSR CLTCHON ;TURN CLUTCH ON
DELOV &5 MS









































































tMOVE TO COLD LOOD
; OLRERDV flT COLD POS?
VES


































































































































































































































i MOVE IT TO COLD LORD
;WRIT 1 SEC FOR IT TO GET THERE
;MOVE TO HOT LORD
'i IS IT RLRERDV THERE?
;MOVE IT TO HOT LORD
iUPDRTE FLfiG
"IETER IS VIEWING FROM THE EXTERNflL
RND RFLPOS STftTUS BVTE FOR THE CRLIBRRTION
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CLRDISP ; CLEflR OUT OLI
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DISPLRV COMMANDS













































































































































































































FOUR RRDIOMETER CHANNEL TEMPERATURES
CRLF
#RRDMSG3 ; PRINT RRDIOMETER MESSRGE
STRNGOUT


























FLIGHT NUMBER- DRV RND TIME
CRLF s PRINT CR RND LF
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MES3RGE DISPLHV COMMRNDS

























































































































































































;PRINT PflCKED BCD NUMBER OH CONSOLE. flSSUMES FIXED POINT
tFORMRT WITH 4 DIGITS TO LEFT RND RIGHT OF DECIMRL POINT.
CflLL WITH X POINTING TO SIGN BVTE.
;GET SIGN BVTE
;BRRNCH IF POS
; PRINT fl MINUS SIGN
; GET MS BVTE
; PRINT IT
;PRINT DECIMHL PT



































>PRINT ENTIRE SVSTEM STflTUS MESSflGES OH CONSOLE.



















; PRINT RflO MSG
; PRING FLIGHT, DflV flND TIME
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MESSHGE DISPLHV COP1I1HHDS















































































;TEST DflTfl COLLECTION FLRG
;IS DfiTfl COLLECTION ON?
;PRINT "OFF"
jPRINT "ON"
iPRINT "LINK TO GSFC"






iPRINT WHflT RRDIOMETER IS VIEWING
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OUT10SPC LDfl B #10
BRfl OUTSPC
OUT6SPC LDfl B #6
BRFI OUTSPC











> PRINT 2 HEX BVTES POINTED TO BV X
OUT2HEX BSR THB
;
i PRINT SINGLE HEX BVTE POINTED TO BV X
OUT1HEX BSR THB
OUTSPflCE LDfl fl #26H
BRfl DUTCH
;
; PRINT SINGLE HEX BVTE FROM X
i
THB LDfl fl 0, X
INX












OUTHEXR flND H #0FH ; MflSK OFF LS PflRT
THB1 CMP fl «0ftH
BCS . THB2
ftDD fl #07
THB2 ODD fl «30H , MflKE flSCII
BRfl DUTCH
; i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i t i i i i i t i t i i i i i t i
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====CHRRftCTER OUTPUT ROU < fHES=















































































































; GET flCIfl STflTUS flGHIN
;LOOP TILL IT IS
>CHECK FLRG
;DONT UflIT IF FLRG IS SET
; SflVE fl
; DELfiV 1 MS
; BUMP COUNTER
; TRV TILL COUNTER OVERFLOWS
> SET FLflG NEC fiND NON ZERO


























































































* * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * *
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FLOATING POINT ROUTINES




















































































DIVIDES TWO 32-BIT FLORTING POINT NUMBERS <B/fl>.
BOTH NUMBERS MUST BE ON RPU STOCK BEFORE EXECUTION OF COMMflND.
ROUTINE EXITS WHEN RPU IS FINISHED.
f*13H ;LOOPS IN DIVIDE OPCODE
RPUSTOT ; ISSUES DIVIDE COMMRND TO fiPU







CONVERSION OF 16-BIT FIXED PT *» TO fl 32-BIT FLurtTING PT «
16-BIT FIXED POINT 4t MUST BE ON RPU STflCK BEFORE EXECUTION.
ROUTINE EXITS WHEN RPU IS FINISHED.
ttlDH ;LORDS IN FLOfiT OPCODE
RPUSTRT JISSUES COMMflND TO RPU





; FLORT fl 32 BIT FIXED POINT NUMBER




; EXCHRNGES 32-BIT STRCK OPERANDS <TOS RND NOS)
; BOTH NUMBERS MUST ON RPU STRCK BEFORE EXECUTION BEGINS.
; ROUTINE EXITS WHEN RPU IS FINISHED.
XCHF LDR B #19H >LORDS IN EXCHRNGE COMMftND
STfl B ftPUSTflT > ISSUES COMMflND TO flPU
BSR TSTEND >WRITS UNTIL RPU IS FINISHED
RTS
;DUPLICRTE TOS RT NOS
PTOF LDfl B #17H
STH B flPUSTRT
BRR TSTEND
;POP NOS INTO TOS











;PUT IN WINTEK PROG CNTR
;FIX STRCK
;GO TO WINTEK
; TRBLE OF BCD CONSTRNTS FOR "BINFPT" SUBROUTINE.




Tektronix h'.ieSQ flSM V3. 1
FLOUTING POINT ROUTINES






























































OF DECIMRU CONSTRNTS FOR "BINBCD" SUBROUTINE.
10668 ;FIFTH DECIMflL CHfiRftCTER
1888 iFORTH DECIMRL CHRRHCTER
188 ;THIRD DECIMRL CHfiRRCTER
18 ;SECOND DECINflL CHflRRCTER
1 ;FIRST DECIMnL CHRRRCTER
04R0H sFULL SCRLE R/D VOLTRGE <18. 880>
8880H










































































































flSCII MESSflGES FOR CONVfllR SOFTUIRRE RND COMMflHD JUMP TflBLE.
MESStJR flSCII "DRIVE NOT RERDV"
BVTE 4




SVNMSG flSCII "INVflLID COMMflND"
BVTE 4
BKERMSG flSCII "ILLEGflL BLOCK NUMBER!1
BVTE 4
NUMERR flSCII "INVflLID NUMBER"
BVTE 4
BLKSMSG flSCII "NO. OF BLOCKS"
BVTE 4
CRCMSG flSCII "CRC ERROR RT BLOCK :"
BVTE 4
STRTMSG RSCII " STRRTING RDDRESS? "
BVTE 4
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RSCII MESSflGES








































































































BLOCKMSG HSCII " BLOCK NUMBER? "
BVTE 4
GfllNHSG flSCII "GflIN IN DEG^VOLT
BVTE 4 '
OFSTMSG flSCII "OFFSET IN DEGREES "
BVTE 4






FPMSG flSCII "TflPE IS WRITE PROTECTED"
BVTE 4
flPUERMSG flSCII "RPU ERROR!!!!!"
BVTE 4
j .
RflDMSG flSCII "Gfl. TECH MILLIMETER EUDIOMETER"
BVTE 4


































































































































































FLTMSG flSCII "FLIGHT NO.
BVTE 4
DflVMSG flSCII "DflV "
BVTE 4
TIMEMSG flSCII "TIME "
BVTE 4
DflTflMSG flSCII "DflTR COLLECTION "
BVTE 4
LINKMSG flSCII "LINK TO GSFC "
BVTE 4
TflPEMSG flSCII "TflPE DRIVE STflTUS:
BVTE 4
HOTMSG flSCII "HOT LORD"
TEMPMSG flSCII " TEMP "
BVTE 4
COLDMSG flSCII "COLO LOflO TEMP "
BVTE 4
REFMSG flSCII "REF. LOflO TEMP "
BVTE 4.
HOTMSG1 flSCII "HOT LORD "
BVTE 4
COLOMSG1 flSCII "COLO LOflO "
BVTE 4
KLYSMSC RSCII "KLVSTRON TEMP
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RSCII MESSRGES


























































































































































CflLMSG flSCII "CfiL. INTERVRL ? "
BVTE 4






MSG183 flSCII "183/1 GHZ
BVTE 4
MSG188 flSCII "183/5 GHZ "
BVTE 4
MSG193 flSCII "183/10 GHZ "
BVTE 4
MSG94 RSCII "94 GHZ
BVTE 4






CflLMSGl flSCII "CflLIBRflTION DRTft"
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RSCII GHIN (DEG/VOLT) OFFSET <DEG)
BVTE 4
>
TRKMSG flSCII "TRflCK "
BVTE 4
BLKMSG flSCII "BLOCK "
BVTE 4
CONMSG flSCII "COHVftIR 990 VER. 2. 0"
BVTE 4
WNGMSG flSCII " ! ! ! !Tf lPE UflRNING!!!!"
, BVTE 4
RFLERR flSCII "REFLECTOR POSITION ERROR! ! '
BVTE 4
NEWMSG flSCII "NEW TRflCK
BVTE
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CGMMflND JUMP TRBLE

































































































































































































Ter-'troriix Ht-ydu MSII Vo. 1
COMI1HND JUMP TRBLE










































































































































































































































Tek-tronix M6800 HSM V3. 1
COf-lMHND JUMP TRBLE
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SEASAT GULF OF ALASKA EXPERIMENT PLAN
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PLAN OF OPERATION (SPECIFIC)
A. PHASE I
The Occanographcr (Figure 3-1) will depart
Seattle on August 28 and proceed directly to
Ocean Station PAPA, 50°N 145°W. There the
Oceanographer will inspect the mooring of a pre-
viously deployed Waverider buoy, which will be
monitored by the Canadian Coast Guard
Cutters, Quadra and Vancouver, during the
Figure 3-1. The OSS Oceanographer
experiment. The mooring for the Waverider
buoy is as shown in Figure 3-2. The 200-m
section of 3/8-in. nylon rope between the rubber
shock cord and the buoyant tether will be
replaced with'a section of 3/8-in. nylon with
shielded cover to protect the line against
chafing if it becomes entangled with the main
mooring during a storm. The light and radar
reflector on the surface float will enable the
Ocean Station vessels to keep position on the
buoy at all times while on station.
Also while at Ocean Station PAPA, the
Oceanographer will conduct a performance com-
parison of shipboard oceanographic and meteor-
ological instruments with the Vancouver. This
intership calibration of instruments will provide
the necessary information for relating the
analyses of data from both platforms. During
this performance test, both ships will take con-
tinuous one-half hour anemometer wind records,
sea surface temperature, and appropriate simul-
taneous surface and upper air measurements of
temperature and pressure. A 30-min wave record
will also be taken with the pitch and roll buoy
from the Oceanographer while the Vancouver
takes equal records with the Waverider and
Tucker meter. Following the performance tests,
the Oceanographer will proceed to the starting





Figure 3-2. Wavcridcr Buoy Mooring
Configuration
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B. PHASE II Table 3-1. CTD Locations — Section 1
Upon completion of the performance tests,
the Oceanographer will proceed to the starting
point of the first CTD section. A total of 1-8
stations will be taken at locations shown in Fig-
ure 3-3 and tabulated in Table 3-1. The station
spacing is closest together (5 nm) along the sec-
tion line normal to the continental slope off
Kodiak Island, where the westward flow is
generally most intense. Three geostationary
satellite-tracked buoys will be set adrift near
station 15 to track the flow during the period of
the experiment. After completing the 18
stations, of Section 1, the Oceanographer will
proceed to Section 2, where an additional 19
CTD stations will be taken. See Figure 3-4 and
Table 3-2 for station locations. The two CTD
sections and the satellite-tracked drift buoys























































Figure 3-3. CTD Stations - Section 1
should provide sufficient information to
describe the large-scale field of motion and the
sea level slope in the region.
During this phase, underway data will be
taken between all stations. Also, at relevant
sntcllite overpass times, the Oceanographer will
make the appropriate in situ oceanographic and
meteorological observations for satellite sensor
validation.
C. PHASE HI
Upon completion of Section 2, the
Oceanographer will proceed to Site B, arriving
there September 7 in time to make observations
for the first satellite pass for that day. The
Oceanopraphcr will remain on station at Site B
until completing observations for the second
182
Figure 3-4. CTD Stations - Section 2
satellite overpass for September 9, and then
proceed to Site A arriving there on Septem-
ber 10. Because of time constraints west to cast,
the Oceanographcr will not arrive at Site A in
time for the first orbit for that day. Data will be
taken underway for this pass thus eliminating
the pitch and roll buoy observation. At Site A,
the Oceanographer will make observations for the
remaining satellite overpass for September 10.
It will then return to Site B on September 12,
where this observational procedure will again be
repeated. This alternate occupation of Sites A
and B will continue through September 25.
During each overpass at Sites A and B, the
ship will obtain 30-min wind and wave records,
standard surface and upper air mctcorologic.il
183
observations, and a CTD station. Between sites,
the Oceanographcr will make underway observa-
tions including the expendable bathythermo-
graph (XBT). On the westward leg, XBT casts
will be taken every 60 nm. On the eastward leg,
because of the lack of time, no CTD stations will
be taken.
Part of Phase III operations may also
include the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
co.lstal wave experiment. In the .event of a well-
developed swell, the ship may be directed to
break off the above-described operations and
proceed to a coastal site off Vancouver Island to
await the satellite overpass. For details of this
experiment see Section 1V-B, "Measurement
Procedures, Coastal Wave Measurements."
Table 3-2. CTD Locations - Section 2


























































A major clement of the Phase III operation
will be the aircraft overflights of the Ocean-
ographer at Sites A and B coincident with the
satellite's passage. The four aircraft will periodic-
ally rendezvous over the ship on days when
orbits pass over regions selected for aircraft
underflights (Figure 3-5). Selection of aircraft
operating areas was based on the following con-
siderations: (1) sensor experiment involved, (2)
range capabilities of individual aircraft, and (3)
on-station time requirements for data collection.
Because the mission requirements differ for
each of the four aircraft, the flight schedules are
largely independent of one another.
The four aircraft participating in the.Gulf














Figure 3-5. Aircraft Operating Regions
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Barkacatter power at a func-
tion of Incidence angle and
































a. General Flight Plans. The CV-990A
(Figure 4-12) is equipped with an airborne ver-
sion of the Seasat Scanning Multifrequency
Figure 4-12. NASACV-990A
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR). Table 4-8 lists
remote sensing instrumentation aboard this air-
craft. The CV-990A will measure emitted radia-
tion from the ocean surface at five frequencies
while flying within the 659-km-wide swath of
the satellite's SMMR. The CV-990A is scheduled
to make four flights during the period of
September 11 to 16, 1978. The details of the
data collection flights are shown in Figures 4-13
through 4-16.
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The data collection schemes for all
CV-990A flights call for the recording of contin-
uous airborne SMMR observations at 35,000-ft
altitude through the Seasat SMMR swath, with
arrival times over either the Oceanographer or
the Ocean Station PAPA weather ship at
Satellite overpass times.
CV-990A data collection will continue
through the swath until the aircraft reaches the
swath's outer edge. A descent to 500 ft will be
made, and data collection will continue at this
altitude on the return leg. During return, the
aircraft will measure surface winds using its
Inertia! Navigation System (INS), conducting
INS calibration maneuvers each half hour. These
maneuvers consist of a 5 deg right-bank 90 deg
turn and a return to track at 5 deg left bank
(Figure 4-17). Also during the return leg at
500-ft altitude, the aircraft will collect radiation
data from airborne upward-looking radiometers.
b. Schedule. Because of Faraday rotation
effects on the polarization of surface-emitted
radiation, all but one flight of the CV-990A will
be conducted during night-time hours when the
ionospheric density is lowest, and rotational
effects are at a minimum. These flights are
shown in Figures 4-13 through 4-15. The single
daylight flight will be conducted in the region of
Ocean Station PAPA. The track for this flight is
shown in Figure 4-16.






6.6, 10.6, 18, 21, 37 GHz
Electronic Scanning Microwave
Radiometer (ESMR) 19.35 GHz
Microwave Radiometers,
21, 37 GHz upward looking
1.4 GHz Nadir Viewing
94, 183 GHz 45° to right side
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Figure 4-16. Flight Plan for CV-990A, Option 4
The flight dates and times possible
under these restrictions are listed in Table 4-9,
which identifies the night-time orbits (descend-
ing) covering the regions depicted in Figures
4-13 through 4-15, and the daytime orbits
(ascending) required for coverage of Ocean Sta-
tion PAPA.
the instruments' recorded output, the processing
schedule, and the responsible individuals. The
Chief Scientist aboard the CV-990A will be
responsible for providing copies of all processed





Figure 4-17. Inertia! Navigation System
Calibration Maneuver
c. Data Observation Responsibilities. The
observation plan for each type of data to be
taken aboard the CV-990A is outlined in Table
4-10. This table specifies the recording method,
4. Navy RP-3A
a. General Flight Plans. The RP-3A (Fig-
ure 4-18) is instrumented with a five-frequency
airborne radiometer system comparable to, but
not identical with, the airborne system being
flown by the NASA CV-990A. Table 4-11 lists
remote sensing instrumentation aboard this air-
craft. The RP-3A is scheduled to make eight
flights during the period September 18 to 28,
1978. Four of these flights will be in the area of
Ocean Station PAPA. The remaining four flights
will be carried out in the region between Ocean-
Station PAPA and the U.S.-Canadian Coast.
Details of these flight plans are shown in Figures
4-19 through 4-22.
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Table 4-10. Observation Plan for CV-990A
Data Type
Microwave Radiation,
Scanning 6.6, 10.6, 16,
22.2. 37 GHz
Microwave Radiation,
Upward 21, 37 GHz
Microwave Radiation





































Brightness temperature 6 months
20 samples/1
Brightness temperature 6 months
20 samples/*
Brightness temperature 6 months
20 sanples/e
Brightness temperature 6 month!
20 samples/*
Brightness temperature 6 months
20 samples/i
Brightness temperature 6 month*
20 samples/*
Instantaneous value List-Immediately
every 10-s digital tape -
2 month
Flln 1 month































RepiytoArtnoi: SEM:211-12 October 6, 1978
TO: Distribution
FROM: Earl V. Petersen, CV-990 Project Manager
SUBJECT: The Fall 1978 — CV-990 NIMBUS-G/SMMR Mission
Bulletin No. 1 - Flight Requests, Schedule, Bases of
Operation, Passports, Coordinators, Arctic Clothing,
and Hotel Reservations
This bulletin announces the Fall 1978 — CV-990 NIMBUS-G/SMMR Mission
(NIMBUS-G Mission).
1.0 FLIGHT REQUESTS
The CV-990 NIMBUS-G Mission is an integrated program supporting several
flight requests which have a common set of sensors and flight require-
ments. The CV-990 NIMBUS-G Mission FY 1979 OSTA Flight Requests are as
follows:
#0311 Multipurpose Short Pulse Radar;
P.I. - D. M. LeVine, NASA/GSFC
(No flight hours assigned)
The objectives are as follows:
1. To demonstrate the feasibility and practicality of a real
aperture, non-imaging microwave technique for routine measure-
ments of ocean wave directional spectra and surface wind speed
from high-altitude aircraft and satellites.
2. To acquire sea ice, snow, and ice sheet signatures in vertical
soundings and side-looking imagery. This cryospheric data will
be used (1) to assess potential of remote active microwave
sensing of ice physical parameters, and (2) to support the
CV-990 Fall Microwave Experiment (FR #0714), principally with
side-looking imagery.
This experiment will concentrate on the development, operation,
and data analysis of the Short Pulse Radar (13.9 GHz).
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The flight areas required by Flight Request #0714 are adequate
to meet the flight objectives.of #0311; thus, no dedicated flights
for this request are planned.
#0655 Multispectral Studies of the Freeze-Thaw
Line, Surface Water, and Lake Ice;
P.I. - D. K. Hall, NASA/GSFC
(One flight; 6 flight hours)
The objective is to study the hydrology of the North Slope of
Alaska and to provide more information so that the volume of
.surface water contained on the North Slope can be estimated.
Active and passive microwave data will be used to attempt ice
thickness determinations on some of the larger thaw lakes on
the North Slope. Signatures of frozen and unfrozen tundra will
be determined using passive microwave data. Overflow river ice,
or aufeis, will be overflown and its extent and volume determined
by analysis of stereo air photos. The extent and volume will be
compared with results obtained in 1978 utilizing aircraft and
satellite data.
The sensors required are common to those listed under Flight
Request #0714.
This request requires one dedicated data flight over several
rivers and lake test sites on the North Slope of Alaska. This
flight can be easily integrated into the overall flight schedule
of Flight Request #0714.
#0714 SMMR Underflights for Ocean/Atmosphere Parameters
and New Sea Ice Signatures;
P.I. - P. Gloersen, NASA/GSFC
(18 flights; 104 flight hours)
The objectives are as follows:
1. Obtain multispectral microwave radiometric and other supporting
data to be used in calculating offsets, retrieval algorithms
and constants for spacecraft (S/C) SMMR open ocean, atmosphere,
and sea ice (particularly new sea ice) parameters. . Aircraft
(A/C) underflights using the A/C simulator and other support
instruments are essential for proper S/C SMMR radiometric
calibration and adjustment of geographical parameter retrieval
algorithm constants.
2. Obtain sufficiently large and varied data set to permit an
initial assessment of the accuracy of the sea ice retrieval
algorithm. The present A/C data set is not sufficient for
verifying the functional form of the sea ice parameter
retrieval algorithm.
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3. Obtain a sufficiently large and varied data set to permit
an initial assessment of the accuracy of the sea surface,
temperature retrieval algorithm, including comparison with
Airborne Expandable Bathy Thermograph (AXBT) data. Aircraft
SMMR data in areas known to be free of Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) for the S/C SMMR are required, along
with detailed ocean surface truth (e.g., AXBT's) in order
to establish the accuracy of the SST retrieval algorithm.
4. Obtain data to determine retrievable continental ice sheet
parameters. Based on the existing A/C SMMR data set for the
Greenland ice sheet, present concepts of the retrievable
parameters developed from analysis of NIMBUS-5 ESMR and
P-3 Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer (MFMR) data do not
appear entirely appropriate. Additional A/C SMMR data
obtained in different locations on the ice sheet and with
different temperature profiles are required to establish
the ice sheet parameters that may be retrieved.
5. Obtain a sufficiently large and varied data set to permit an
initial assessment of the accuracy of the algorithm to obtain
near-surface wind (NSW) speeds over oceans (cold ocean case).
Aircraft underflights for NSW speed data sets are required,
over and above those acquired during the 1978 CV-990 hurricane
expedition. These are needed to obtain additional data from
sufficiently large samplings and variations of sea/atmosphere
conditions for proper evaluation of NSW retrieval accuracies.
6. Obtain additional data for radiometric calibration of the
S/C SMMR.
To meet the objectives, the P.I. (P. Gloersen) will make the
necessary arrangements to provide sensor systems as follows:
(1) Aircraft SMMR (Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer)
Simulator (6.6, 10.7, 18, 21, and 37 GHz); NASA/GSFC.
(2) Microwave Radiometers (1.4 and 94 GHz); NASA/GSFC.
(3) Short Pulse Radar (13.9 GHz); NASA/GSFC (supported by
Flight Request #0311).
(4) Ocean Temperature Scanner; NASA/GSFC.
(5) Downward Viewing Infrared (10-micron) PRT-5 Radiometer;
NASA/ARC.
(6) Aerial Cameras; NASA/ARC.
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This request required sufficient flights to acquire a satisfactory
data set for first-year thin ice, multiyear ice, ice concentration
under initial annual ice canopy growth conditions, sheet ice, sea
surface temperature (SST), and near-surface winds (NSW). To acquire
the data set, several flight areas and test sites have been requested
as follows:
1. Canadian Archipelago Test Sites (sea ice).
2. Arctic Ocean (multiyear ice).
3. Greenland Sea (sea ice and SST).
4. Greenland Test Sites (ice sheet).
5. Beaufort and Chuckchi Seas, and Baffin Bay
(sea ice).
6. Norwegian Sea/Ocean Polar Front (SST).
7. Pacific Ocean and Gulf of Alaska (SST and NSW).
2.0 SCHEDULE
The CV-990 flights will be planned and coordinated primarily to
underfly NIMBUS-G and, to the extent possible, SEASAT-A. Also, the
flights will be coordinated with several ground-truth sites in Canada
and Greenland, and with two aircraft -- a NOAA/RFC P-3 out off the
Seattle area and a Norwegian P-3.
The general schedule that follows is based on the contingency of a
successful NIMBUS-G (to be designated NIMBUS-7 in orbit) launch on
October 23, 1978.
October
10 - 16 Experimenters' Equipment Installation
(Tue - Mon) and Ground Calibration
17 - 18
(Tue - Wed) Aircraft Preflight
19 (Thur) Pilot Proficiency
Oct 20 -
Nov 19 Experimenters' Flight Period
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The tentative flight schedule for the NIMBUS-G/SMMR underflights is as
follows (specific flight dates may change because of NIMBUS-G and SEASAT-A















Experimenters' Check-out and Data
Flight/Pacific Ocean.
Moffett to Moffett.
Transit and Data Flight/Fresh and
Salt Water Lakes, and Desert Calibration
Test Sites.
Moffett to Andrews AFB, Maryland.
Transit, Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
(Gulf Stream), and Sea Ice Data Flight/
Atlantic Ocean and Baffin Bay.
Andrews to Gander, Canada to Thule AB,
Greenland.
Multiyear Sea Ice and Ice Sheet Data
Flight/Arctic Ocean and Greenland.
Thule to Thule.
Transit and Ice Sheet Data Flight/
Greenland Test Sites.
Thule to Sondrestrom, Greenland.
Transit, Ice Sheet, Sea Ice, and SST
(Polar Ocean Front) Data Flight/
Greenland Test Sites; Greenland and
Norwegian Seas.
Sondrestrom to Bodo, Norway.
SST (Polar Ocean Front) and Sea Ice
Data Flight/Greenland and Norwegian
Seas. (Flight to be coordinated with
AXBT drops from Norwegian P-3 aircraft.)
Bodo to Bodo.
Transit Flight (a.m.)/Bodo to Bergen,
Norway.
Aircraft on Display.
Transit Flight (p.m.)/Bergen to Bodo.
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Same as Flight #7 Above.
Bodo to Bodo.
Transit, SST (Polar Ocean Front),
Sea Ice and Ice Sheet Data Flight/
Norwegian and Greenland Seas, and
Greenland Test Sites.
Bodo to Thule.
Sea Ice Data Flight/Baffin Bay, and
Canadian Eastern Shore and Inlet Test
Sites.
Thule to Thule.
Transit and Sea Ice Types Data Flight/
Canadian Archipelago and Beaufort Sea
Test Sites.
Thule to Fairbanks, Alaska (Port of
Entry).
Sea Ice Types and Concentrations Data
Flight/Chuckchi and Beaufort Seas, and
Mackenzie Bay Test Sites.
Fairbanks to Fairbanks.
Multispectral Studies of Freeze-Thaw
Line, Surface Water, and Lake Ice
(FR #0655)/North Slope of Alaska and
Frozen Lakes Near Barrow.
Fairbanks to Fairbanks.
Transit and SST Data Flight/Gulf of
Alaska and Pacific Ocean.
Fairbanks to Hickam AFB, Hawaii.
Nighttime SST Data Flight/Pacific
Ocean.
Hickam to Hickam.
Transit, SST, RFI (Aircraft and
NIMBUS-G Intercomparison Test), and
NOAA P-3 Coordination Data Flight/
North Pacific Ocean Buoy Test Site.
(Flight to be coordinated with
NOAA/RFC P-3 aircraft based at
Seattle-Tacoma International.)
Hickam to McChord AFB, Washington.
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Near-Surface Winds (NSW) and P-3
Coordination Data Flight/North
Pacific Ocean Buoy Test Site.
McChord to McChord.
Transit, SST, NSW, Ocean, Atmosphere,
and P-3 Coordination Data Flight/
North Pacific Ocean Buoy Test Site.
McChord to Moffett.
Ground Calibration of Microwave
Systems and Start of Removal of
Equipment.
Unloading of Experimenters' Equipment.
3.0 BASES OF OPERATION
The bases of operation for the CV-990 NIMBUS-G Mission are as follows:
October 20 - 23
" October 24
October 25 - 27




November 8 - 1 1
November 12-15











McChord AFB, near Tacoma, Washington
Moffett Field, California
All participants traveling to Thule and Sondrestrom, Greenland, and Bodo,
Norway with the CV-990 are required to have a passport.
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5.0 COORDINATORS
r>. I The personnel who will coordinate the NASA-ARC support of
this CV-990 program are as follows:
1. Earl V. Petersen - NASA/ARC CV-990 NIMBUS-G/SMMR
Mission Manager and Mission Director.
(Commercial 415 965-5342*; FTS 448-5342*)
2. John 0. Re Her, Jr. - NASA/ARC CV-990 Assistant
Mission Manager and Mission Director.
(Commercial 415 965-5392*; FTS 448-5392*)
5.2 Support personnel for this mission are as follows:
1. Curtis L. Muehl - NASA/ARC CV-990 Facility Manager who
is responsible for the Airborne Digital Data Acquisition
System (ADDAS), housekeeping system, aircraft system-
experiment interfaces, and aircraft systems calibrations.
(Commercial 415 965-6431*; FTS 448-6431*)
2. Donald L. Wilson (Informatics) - CV-990 ADDAS Programming/
Contract Supervisor.
(Commercial 415 965-6493; FTS 448-6493)
3. Seth S. Kurasaki - NASA/ARC CV-990 Program Engineer
who is responsible for certification of the experiment
equipment installation design and construction, and
the installation of the equipment aboard the CV-990.
(Commercial 415 965-6320; FTS 448-6320)
6.0 ARCTIC CLOTHING
For the mission to Alaska, Greenland, and Norway, all flight personnel
will be furnished parka and gloves. (Our supply of gloves has dwindled
over the years; therefore, please try to furnish your own.) This clothing
will be for general use in the cold climates; however, it will also be
part of your aircraft arctic survival equipment. Thus, on all flights
in Alaksa, Greenland, and Norway, this clothing must be aboard the CV-990.
To facilitate issuance of this clothing, everyone who will participate
in these flights will be contacted by John Reller to get his/her parka
size. Remember, this clothing is U.S. Government property and must be
returned to the Ames Research Center/Medium Altitude Missions branch .
at the completion of the mission.
*If no answer at this number, call 415 965-5336 or FTS 448-5336 and
leave a message with the secretary.
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7.0 HOTEL RESERVATIONS
Hotel reservations will be made for all personnel who will travel with





































B. G. Ponseggi (2)
S. Doiguchi
D. F. Engelbert











































S. W. Keller ES-5
L. R. Greenwood EB-8
B. T. Nolan ESF-5
P. G. Thome ER-2
S. W. McCandless, Jr. EBC-8



































W. A. Cleveland 244-2A
Informatics, Inc./ARC
D. L. Wilson 248-1
J. C. Peck 248-1
S. M. Young 248-1
S. Lathrop 248-1
M. S. Kuo 248-1
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
J. A. Dunne 264-420
NASA - Lewis Research Center























































NOAA - Environmental Research Lab
W. N. Hess
NOAA - Research Facilities Center
C. E. Emannuel
J. McFadden
NOAA - Sea-Air Interaction Lab
D. Ross




























Warmer temperatures C^ 30°K) were observed when looking at the scene
with the 94 GHz channel of the radiometer system than were expected
during the flight tests. The radiometer was reassembled upon return
from the test flights. This same characteristic was present when
viewing the liquid nitrogen load used in the lab. This load has been
investigated both theoretically and experimentally to determine its
brightness temperature which is M.OO°K.
POST FLIGHT LAB TEST
First the 94 GHz channel was calibrated with the liquid nitrogen
load in front of the scene lens with and without the 183 GHz channel
turned on. No significant change was seen in the apparent temperature
of the liquid nitrogen load under these two conditions. This test was
performed several times with the same results. Then the 94 GHz channel
was loosened from its bracket. The 94 GHz antenna was moved to a
slightly different angle and set firmly into the RF head. Calibration
tests were again made with and without the 183 GHz channel turned on.
It was found that by moving the antenna a brightness temperature of
100°K was observed both with and without the 183 GHz system turned on.
These tests firmly indicate a slight misalignment of the antenna was the
reason for the observation of the warmer than expected scene
temperatures during the flight on the 94 GHz radiometer channel. It is
thought that adjustments of the feed to obtain the proper polarization
alignment for the 94 GHz channel produced the angular misalignment that
may have contributed to this problem.
SOLUTION
During the tests no error was found when viewing a room temperature
load.through the scene lens. This should be expected considering the
source of the error. If the antenna is partially viewing room
temperature loads and a colder scene, then the scene would look warmer
due to the partial contribution of the room temperature load. However,
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if the antenna is viewing a room temperature load through the scene lens
then partially viewing another room temperature load would have no
effect on the apparent scene temperature. An error curve can be made
which shows actual and observed temperatures if a linear error
contribution is assumed. An example is shown in Figure Fl.
An observed gain of 63.33°K per volt and an observed offset of
-198.5°K were recorded following a typical calibration cycle. For this
cycle the radiometer output voltage was +8.44 volts looking at the hot
load (336°K) and the voltage was +7.24 volts looking at the cold load
(260°K).
Using Equation [A] on- Figure Fl,
j „ * 336°K - 260°K
Observed Gain =
 8>44v _ 7>24v
= 63.33°K per volt .
Using Equation [B] on Figure Fl,
Observed Output = 336°K - (8.44v).(63.33°K per volt)
= -198.5°K
Using Equation [C] on TFigure Fl,
, _ Observed Temperature + 198.5°K
Observed Output 63.33°K per volt
For an observed temperature of 130°K, Equation [C] yields an output of
























Figure Fl. Observed Radiometer Temperature Curve versus
Actual Radiometer Temperature Curve for the
94 GHz Channel Only.
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From Figure Fl the gain and offset for the actual radiometer
temperature can now be computed.
Using Equation [A] on Figure Fl,
. ^ . " 250°K - 100°K
Actual Gam =
 7>Q8v _ 5<19v
= 79.37°K per volt
Using Equation [B] on Figure Fl,
Actual Offset = 250°K - (7.08v)(79.37°K per volt) -
= -311.9°K
The actual temperature as a function of the observed voltage output
is given by:
Using Equation [D],
Actual Temperature = (79.37°K per volt(0bserved Output Voltage)-311.9°K
Typical temperatures are tabulated below for output voltages
observed.






Equation [D] above should be updated with each calibration cycle as




CARTRIDGE TAPE DATA FORMAT
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CARTRIDGE TAPE DATA FORMAT
Data from the four radiometer channels along with various
housekeeping parameters were recorded in fixed length blocks using a
*
modified ANSII standard recording format . Each block of data contains
2048 bytes of information which results from approximately 25 seconds of
radiometer operation. The Nimbus-G flight data (94 GHz only) were
recorded every 100 seconds. Each block of data is preceded by a
preamble and followed by a 16 bit CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check)
character and a postamble. The preamble consists of 4 bytes of 00.,
followed by a 55.., and then the ANSII standard preamble of 00^ ,, Olig
(15 zero bits followed by a 1). The 2048 bytes of data are then
followed by a 16 bit CRC character computed with the CRC polynomial:
x16 + x12 + x5 + x1 + i
Following the CRC character is the postamble consisting of a 1 followed
by 15 zeros (80..,). Figure Gl illustrates the data block format.
Blocks are separated by the ANSII standard inter-record gap.
DATA BLOCK FORMAT
The first 19 bytes of each data block contain housekeeping data
that is recorded only once per block. The remainder of the block
contains samples of the outputs of the four phase sensitive detectors on
the four radiometer channels. These data repeat every 16 bytes. Table
Gl lists the various parameters in the data block. Note -that all
voltages (load temperatures and radiometer temperatures) are 12 bit
values in 2 bytes with the most significant 4 bits always zero. All
temperatures are represented as 0-10 Vdc values with 0000^
corresponding to 0 volts and OFFF.., corresponding to 10.0 volts. The
section of this appendix on calibration explains how to convert these
voltages to temperatures.
American National Standards Committees, X3, X4, "Recorded Magnetic Tape



































CONVAIR 990 183/94 GHz RADIOMETER
BYTE NO. CONTENTS
0 Block Number (High)








9 Hot Load Temp. (High)
10 Hot Load Temp. (Low)
11 Cold Load Temp. (High)
12 Cold Load Temp. (Low)
13 Reference Load Temp. (High)
14 Reference Load Temp. (Low)
15 Klystron Temp. (High)
16 Klystron Temp. (Low)
17 Spare Temp. (High)
18 Spare Temp. (Low)
19 Channel 0 (High)
20 Channel 0 (Low)
21 Channel 1 (High),
22 Channel 1 (Low)
23 Channel 2 (High)
24 Channel 2 (Low)
25 Channel 3 (High)







Time of Start of Block
Time of Start of Block
Time of Start of Block
183 GHz, 1 GHz IF
183 GHz, 5 GHz IF




CONVAIR 990 183/94 GHz RADIOMETER DATA BLOCK FORMAT
BYTE NO. CONTENTS COMMENT
27 Channel 0 (High)
28 Channel 0 (Low)
29 Channel 1 (High)








Bytes 0-1; Block Number (Binary)
This number represents the block count of the total number of data
blocks recorded since the data collection system was initialized. In
the event of a power failure or system failure during a flight this
number will be reset to zero. It will also be reset at the start of a
new track.
Bytes 2-3; Julian Date (BCD)
This number is entered manually into the system during
initialization. Due to equipment problems this data may be incorrect
(i.e. 0000) on some tapes. It should be always verified against the
flight number.
Byte 4; Flight Number (BCD)
The flight number was also entered manually and is correct on all
tapes.
Bytes 5-7; Time (BCD)
These bytes contain the GMT time (hours, minutes, seconds) of the
start of the data block. In order to determine the time of a particular
radiometer output sample, add 100 ms for each four channel cycle.
Byte 8; Block ID
This byte indicates where the radiometer was looking during a
particular block. Table G2 illustrates possible values of block ID and
their meaning. Note that during normal operation a block ID of 80.,
indicates a calibration block containing hot load, cold load and
"outside" temperature data.
Bytes 9-18; Load Temperatures
The temperature of the hot load, cold load, reference load,
klystron and a spare thermistor channel are recorded as 12 bit values

















0 = Normal 0 = Ground





















Normal Operation Viewing Ground
Normal Operation Viewing Sky
Calibration Frame Viewing Ground
Calibration Frame Viewing Sky




In order to convert the radiometer output voltages from the
cartridge tape data, GSFC Interdata tapes or the ADDAS tapes into
brightness temperatures they must be scaled by the appropriate
calibration data. This is accomplished by examining the data blocks for
a block ID of 80., which denotes a block containing both hot and cold
ID
load calibration cycle at intervals of either 3 or 5 minutes. The
calibration interval was variable in 1 minute intervals by the operator
but was usually set at 3 or 5 minutes depending on a particular flight
plan. Under normal operation the radiometer collected data for 25
seconds and wrote the data on tape for 2 seconds. An internal timer set
a calibration flag on the whole minute when the calibration interval had
elapsed. Since it was desireable to start the calibration at the
beginning of a 25 second data collection cycle, the calibration cycle
was not initiated until the start of the next cycle. Thus, the actual
calibration interval could vary up to approximately 3 minutes, 27
seconds. Once a calibration cycle was initiated, the cold and hot loads
were each viewed for six seconds to allow time for the PSD outputs to
settle. The radiometer integration time was 0.2 seconds. Switching
time was one second for outside to cold and for cold to hot and 2
seconds for hot to outside. The entire cycle thus took 16 seconds. In
order to extract calibration data from a data block it is necessary to
examine the first 16 seconds (160 samples) of data in order to pick out
the peak of the cold and hot calibration cycles.
CONVERSION CONSTANTS
To convert the load temperature voltages into degrees Kelvin, the
constants in Table G3 should be used. The binary number from the data
block must first be converted to volts by multiplying by 1/4096
volts/bit or 2.44 mV/bit then use the constants in Table G3 to convert
to temperature. Figure G2 shows a printout of a typical data block and
its interpretation. Once the load temperatures are known, it is then
necessary to extract the peak PSD output voltage for each channel when
the radiometer was viewing the cold and hot loads, convert these data to
voltage and then use this information to obtain the point-scope


















Example: Hot Load Data = 05D8 , = 1496
1496 x 2.44 mV/BIT = 3 . 6 5 Volts
(3.65 Volts x -10 °K/Volt) + 373°K = 336.5°K
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00 05 02 78 17 23 28 57 00 05 D8 07 51 OB 72 09
BD 08 4A OA E5 OB 8B OB 05 09 3D OA EC OB 86 OA
FE 09 39 OA l~4 OB 85 OA F9 09 3B OA EX OB 85 OA
F9 09 3A OA EB OB 8A OA F3 09 3D OA FO OB S3 OA
FB 09 3B OA F1. OB 89 OB 05 09 3B OH EF OB 8A OB
11 09 39 OA E5 OB 88 OB IB 09 36 OA DA OB 85. OB
IF 09 37 Cif, n<fi OB 86 OB 16 09 3B OA 05 OB 86 Aft
15 09 3B OA BB OB 86 OB 10 09 38 OA B5 OB 8E OB
07 09 30 OA B2 OB 8A OB 05 09 38 OA AB OB 87 OB
05 09 3B OA Bl OB 85 OB 06 09 39 OA B2 OB 89 OB
02 09 3A OA AE OB 84 OA FE 09 39 OA B I. OB 85 OA
FE 09 39 OA AF OB 84 OA FE 09 3A OA B2 OB 85 OB
03 09 3B OA C:l. OB 80 OA FF 09 3A OA CE OB 83 OB
09 09 3B OA BA OB 81 OB OC 09 35 OA E5 OB 86 OB
OH 09 37 OA F4 OB 85 OB 09 09 38 OA F7 OB 83 OB
09 09 38 OA FB OB 85 OB 01 09 3B OA F8 OB 88 OA
FF 09 36 OA EE OB 86 OB 06 09 36 OA E2 OB 8A OB
OA 09 39 OA DO OB 87 OB OA .09 3B OA B8 OB 86 OB
05 09 3C OA B6 OB 84 OB OB 09 3D OA B6 OB 83 OB
OD 09 3D OA BC OB 86 OB 05 09 3C OA B6 OB 83 OB
01 09 3C OA BA OB 83 OB 02 09 3E OA CO OB 81 OB
06 09 3D OA DO OB 81 OB OC 09 3E OA DE. OB 82 OB
OE 09 30 OA DC OB 82 OB OC 09 3F OA DE OB 83 OB
04 09 3B OA E4 OB 85 OA FC 09 3B OA E7 OB 8:!. OA
F9 09 39 OA E7 OB 86 OA F9 09 3A OA DF OB 85 OA






Hot Load Voltage: 05D8, , = 1496 x 2.44 mV/BIT =3.65 Voltslo
Cold Load Voltage: 0751. , = 1873 x 2.44 mV/BIT = 4.57 Volts
J.D
Reference Load Voltage: OB72l6 = 2930 x 2.44 nSV/BIT = 7.15 Volts
Klystron Voltage: 09BD
 g = 2493 x 2.44 mv/BIT =6.08 Volts
Spare Voltage: 084A^  = Not Used




Hot Load Temperature = 336.5°K (Tun_)riur.
Cold Load Temperature = 250.0°K (T „)CuLD
PSD Voltage When Viewing Hot Load = 7.54 Volts (VUA_)HOI
PSD Voltage When Viewing Cold Load = 6.23 Volts (V_..T_)COLD
_ . _
 THOT - TCOLD = 66.03°K/VoltGain = G = ——
HOT COLD
Offset - 0 = T - G V = 336.5 - 497.9 = -161.4°K
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